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Abstract. We consider multi-robot systems where robots need to
cooperate tightly by sharing functionalities with each other. There
are methods for automatically configuring a multi-robot system for
tight cooperation, but they only produce a single configuration. In
this paper, we show how methods for automatic configuration can be
integrated with methods for task planning in order to produce a com-
plete plan were each step is a configuration. We also considerthe
issues of monitoring and replanning in this context, and we demon-
strate our approach on a real multi-robot system, the PEIS-Ecology.

1 Introduction

One essential property of planning is that it is possible to detect, be-
fore hand, if a task can be executed or not. It is common sense for
traditional action planning that if there is a plan that achieves the goal
we know that it is possible to accomplish the task. If we cannot find
a plan, we cannot accomplish the task. For the planning problem we
address in this paper, it is not enough that we find an action plan for
a task. Why this is the case will be explained later in this section.

We assume that in a multi-robot system, each robot has a set of
capabilities. If the robots are heterogeneous, they have different ca-
pabilities, and can thus provide a number a different functionalities
which can be used to cooperate in different ways. For example, in
a navigation task a robot must know its own position relativeto the
goal position, i.e., it needs to be localized. This positioninformation
can either be provided by using its own sensors, or another robot can
provide this information by tracking the first robot and sendthe es-
timated position. We callconfigurationany way to instantiate and
connect the different functionalities available in the multi-robot sys-
tem. An action likemove the robot Pippi to the livingroomcan be im-
plemented as a configuration. Different actions typically correspond
to different configurations. Moreover, the same action can often be
performed using different configurations depending on the availabil-
ity and cost of the functional resources. The ability to automatically
configure a multi-robot system in different ways for an action is the
key to its flexibility and robustness.

Configurations typically implement one action at a time, andif a
task requires several steps (actions) to be achieved there is also a need
for several configurations to be executed one after the other. This can
be considered as two different problems: (1) finding a sequence of
steps (a plan) and (2) finding configurations for the individual steps.
However, the two problems are not independent of each other.When
problem 1 is considered, it is not possible to know, before hand, that
the generated plan can achieve the goal of the task unless problem
2 is also considered. That is, there might be steps in the planfor
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which no configuration can be found, and that would make the plan
non-executable. This could happen in our earlier approach [7], were
these two problems were considered in sequence: an action plan was
first generated, and then configurations were generated online as they
were needed. This paper proposes a better integration of problems 1
and 2. The approach considers both problems at planning timeand
can tell before hand if a task is executable or not.

The single step configuration problem has been studied in several
research areas, e.g., single robot task performance [8, 5],network
robot systems [1, 3], and cooperative robotics [10]. However, none
of these approaches consider sequences of configurations. There are
also some works about integrating task planning with more detailed
types of reasoning, such as the aSyMov planner [2] which combines
symbolic and geometric reasoning.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give
a reminder about the notion of functional configurations. InSection 3
we describe different solutions to integrated action planning and con-
figuration generation. Sections 4 details the different parts of the ap-
proach and Section 5 presents an illustrative experiment.

2 Functional Configurations

For the configuration part of our approach we use the approachpro-
posed in [6, 7]. We here give a brief description of the concepts of
functional configurations.

We assume that the world can be in a number of different states.
The set of all states is denotedS. There is a number of robots
r1, . . . , rn. The properties of the robots, such as what sensors they
are equipped with and their current positions, are considered to be
part of the current states0. Robots are assumed to have modular
functionalities that can be accessed and used independently, across
and within the robots.

A functionalityf is an operator that perform computations, sens-
ing or actuation. It is characterized by the following elements:

• A specification ofinputsI to be provided by other functionalities,
including information about domain (e.g., video images), timing
(e.g., 25 fps), etc.

• A specification ofoutputsO provided to other functionalities, also
containing domain and timing information.

• A set of causalpreconditionsPr: conditions in the environment
that have to hold in order for the functionality to be operational.

• A set of causalpostconditionsPo: conditions in the environment
which the functionality is expected to achieve.

• A specification ofcostsCost, e.g., computation and energy.
• A bodyΦ, containing the code to be executed. This is typically a

continuous loop, getting input, producing output.



Figure 1. An example configuration

A channelch transfers data from an output of a functionality to an
input of another functionality.

A configurationC is a pair〈F, Ch〉, whereF is a set of function-
alities andCh is a set of channels.

An important property of a configuration is that all the components
in it are connected “in the right way”. We call this propertyadmis-
sibility, and distinguish two brands: a configuration isinformation
admissibleif each input of each functionality is connected to a com-
patible output of another functionality; it iscausally admissibleif all
preconditions of all functionalities hold in the current world state. A
precise definition of these properties can be found in [6].

As an example of a configuration (see Fig 1), consider a task in
which robotB helps robotA to navigate. RobotA has two func-
tionalities: a navigation controller and a wheel actuator.RobotB has
four functionalities: a camera, an object tracker, a laser,and a scan-
match localization algorithm. The camera is connected to the tracker
to obtain the position ofA relative toB. The laser is connected to
the localization to obtain the absolute position ofB. These positions
are combined to get the absolute position ofA, which is sent to the
controller onA that provides motion commands to the wheels.

Configuration problem Let Σ be a multi robot system, and let
D be a domain describing, in some formalism, all the functionalities
that exist inΣ. D implicitly defines the setC(D) of all the config-
urations that can be built inΣ (both admissible and not admissible).
Let A denote an action (or task), ands denote the current state. A
configuration problem〈A, D, s〉 for Σ is the problem of finding a
configurationc ∈ C(D), admissible in states, to performA.

Configuration planning To find a solution to a configuration
problem we use a configuration planner [6]. The configurationplan-
ner uses techniques inspired by hierarchical planning, in particular
the SHOP planner [9] in order to combine functionalities to form
admissible configurations that solve specific tasks. This isdone by
searching the space of configurations to find one which is admissible
in the current state and which has the lowest cost.

The configuration planner takes as input a domain that describes
the existing functionalities, a state of the available functionalities,
and a goal (action). The configuration planner returns a configura-
tion description, which essentially consists of a set of functionality
names, and set of channels describing how the functionalities can be
connected. It also returns the pre- and post-conditions andthe total
cost of the configuration.

3 Integrated action and configuration planning

The configuration problem above is concerned only with finding a
configuration for one action. However, in practice most tasks re-
quire more than one action to be completed. For instance, if the
robot wants to wake up a person, the robot must first reach the bed-
room, then move close to the bed,beforeit can wake the person up.

Figure 2. Different ways to combine action and configuration planning.
(a) Independent.(b) Fully integrated.(c) Loosely coupled.

Different configurations may be required for each of these actions.
We call such a plan, where each action is a configuration, acon-
figuration plan. A configuration plan is a sequence of configurations
CP = 〈c1, . . . , ck〉, wherek ≥ 0. Note that from now on we reserve
the termtaskto denote the top-level task, and use the termaction to
denote each individual sub-task achieved by each configuration. A
configuration plan is admissible if and only if eachci is admissible
in the statesi−1 it will be executed in. Note that each configura-
tion can also change the state according to its postconditions. Thus,
a domainD can be considered to define a state-transition system
〈S, C, γ〉 with statesS, configurationsC = C(D), and a transition
functionγ : S×C → S defined according to the pre- and postcondi-
tions of the configurations. The state-transition functiondefines the
states〈s1, . . . , sk〉 in which configurations are executed. Thus, the
domainD implicitly defines the setCP(D) of all the configuration
plans that can be built inΣ (both admissible and not admissible). Let
thenT denote a task (or goal state), ands0 denote the initial state.
A configuration plan problem〈T, D, s0〉 is the problem of finding a
configuration planCP ∈ CP(D) to performT , which is admissible
from starting states0. In the remaining part we detail and discuss
solutions to the configuration plan problem.

The job of an action planner is typically to find a sequence of
atomic actions〈a1, . . . , ak〉 that achieves a goal or taskT . From
a configuration perspective, each actionai can then be seen as an
abstraction of the set of configurations{ci1, . . . cin} that can imple-
ment it. Hence, combining an action planner with a configuration
planner would let the robots deal with tasks that require more than
one configuration/action to be performed.

There are several ways this combination could be done. These
ways can be described with the following variables: (1) If the deci-
sions about what actions to perform (i.e., the action planning) should
be taken at planning time or execution time. (2) If the actions should
be expanded into configurations (i.e., the configuration planning) at
planning time or at execution time. (3) If the action and configuration
planning should be done independently of each other or not. We here
present three different settings for the variables above.

Independent action and configuration planning In [7], a simple
approach to combine an action planner and a configuration planner
is presented. It works by first calling the action planner to find an
action plan〈a1, . . . , ak〉 for solving a particular task. That is, the
decisions about which actions to perform (1) is done at planning
time. This plan is then executed action by action. For each action
ai that is performed, a suitable configurationci is generated by
the configuration planner at the time when the action must be ex-



ecuted. Thus, for (2) the decision about when to expand actions
into configurations is taken at execution time. The action planning
decisions and the configuration planning decisions are taken inde-
pendently of each other.

Fully integrated action and configuration planning The second
way is to have the planners fully integrated. Both the decisions
about what actions to perform (1) and the expansion of the actions
into configurations (2) are taken at planning time. The decisions
for 1 and 2 are fully interdependent, i.e., the configurationplanner
is called immediately to generate configurations for each action
that is considered during search, so the system is working directly
with configuration plans〈c1, . . . , ck〉. In this way it is possible to
cut parts of the search space based on the availability of configu-
rations and to only create admissible configuration plans.

Loosely coupled action and configuration planningIn this paper,
we present an approach that is based on the idea to generate an
action plan and configurations for this planbeforewe start to exe-
cute it. First a complete action plan〈a1, . . . , ak〉 is generated, and
then for that plan, a configuration is generated for each action:
〈c1, . . . , ck〉. That is, both the decision on actions to perform (1)
and the expansion of actions into configurations (2) are doneat
planning time as in the fully integrated approach above. However,
configuration generation is only done when a complete actionplan
has been found, in order to validate that plan. If the action plan
is not valid (i.e., there are not configurations for all actions), the
control returns to action planning to generate an alternative action
plan, taking into account information about the failed action and
its state, and so on. In this way, it is possible know if there is an
admissible configuration plan for the generated action plan.

In Fig. 2, the three different cases are shown side by side forcompar-
ison. The independent approach (Fig. 2a) assumes that the two plan-
ning problems can be addressed independently of each other.This
approach has problems when an action cannot be expanded intoa
configuration at execution time. If this happens, a new action plan
must be generated that fulfills the goal. Since some actions may be
irreversible, there may be situations in which this solution would not
be able to complete the task. Even if a new plan can be found, the fact
that the actions in the failed plan were executed leads to a suboptimal
performance. The fully integrated approach (Fig. 2b) considers both
planning problems simultaneously. It is possible to guarantee that
the generated configuration plans are admissible and optimal. How-
ever, since configurations are generated for all actions in the search
space (even the actions that do not lead to the goal), the complex-
ity of the problem makes it unusable in most practical cases.The
loosely coupled approach (Fig. 2c) can, like the fully integrated ap-
proach, guarantee that the generated configuration plan is admissible.
It avoids the complexity problems of the integrated approach by only
trying to generate configurations for actions that are on a path to the
goal. Compared to the independent approach, the loosely coupled ap-
proach can reject bad action plans before they are actually executed,
and find better alternatives. The price to pay is that global optimality
of the configuration plan cannot be guaranteed in general.

4 Implementation

The loosely coupled action planning and configuration generation
approach has been implemented and tested on a special case ofa
multi-robot system, called the PEIS-Ecology.

4.1 ThePEIS-Ecology testbed

The concept of PEIS-Ecology was originally proposed by Saffiotti
and Broxvall [13]. The main constituent of a PEIS-Ecology is aphys-
ically embedded intelligent system, or PEIS. This is any computerized
system interacting with the environment through sensors and/or ac-
tuators and including some degree of “intelligence”. A PEIS gener-
alizes the notion of robot, and it can be as simple as a toasteror as
complex as a humanoid robot. A PEIS-Ecology consists of a number
of PEIS embedded in the same physical environment, and endowed
with a common communication and cooperation model. Communi-
cation relies on a shared tuple-space: PEIS exchange information by
publishing tuples and subscribing to tuples. Cooperation relies on the
notion of linking functional components: each PEIS can use func-
tionalities from other PEIS in the ecology to complement its own.
The PEIS-Ecology model has been implemented in an open-source
middleware, called the PEIS-kernel [11].

4.2 Top-level process

To be used in a practical multi-robot system, such as the PEIS-
Ecology, action planning and configuration planning must beembed-
ded in a larger process. This process must implement the integration
of the two planners, and it must also consider the following aspects.
First, both action planning and configuration planning depends on
the current state of the environment and the system. Hence, this state
should be dynamically acquired before the planning is started. Sec-
ond, when the action plan is executed, each generated configuration
should be instantiated in the actual PEIS-Ecology, and the configura-
tion execution should be monitored in order to decide when toswitch
to the next action, and to detect possible failures.

Fig. 3 gives an overall view of the top-level process. In thispro-
cess, there are several “paths” for different situations. The solid ar-
rows constitute the normal path. That is, all the different steps (1 – 8)
are completed without any discrepancies. The dotted arrowsrepre-
sent different recovery paths. The rest of this section details the dif-
ferent steps and paths of the top-level process. The top-level process
is run by one single robot that configures the PEIS-Ecology to help
it solving the top-level task. The steps that consider stateacquisition,
configuration deployment, and configuration execution and monitor-
ing are also reported in [7].

4.3 Planning

As noted above, both action and configuration planning use state
information to ensure that both action plans and configurations are
admissible. This state consists of two parts: system state and world
state. Thesystem statecontains information relative to the system it-
self, e.g., which functionalities are currently available, and what is
their current cost. Theworld stateis a representation of the facts that
currently hold in the environment, e.g., information aboutrooms and
places, how they are connected, etc. To acquire the current (system
and world) state from the PEIS-Ecology, we use the mechanisms pro-
vided by the PEIS-kernel.

In order to generate action plans, we employ a state of the artac-
tion planner called PTLplan [4]. It requires as input a domain and a
world state. The domain describes all the actions potentially avail-
able, and it is hand-coded. The state, acquired right beforethe plan-
ning is done, determines which actions are actually available in the
current situation.

An action plan consists of actions like “move(Pippi, bedroom)”,
“dock(Pippi, bed)”, and “wakeup(Pippi, Johanna)”. This plan is



Figure 3. Flow chart of the top-level process.

given to the configuration planner (step 3 in Fig. 3). In this step, a
configuration is generated for each action in the action plan, thus
creating a configuration plan. If there is a problem of findinga con-
figuration for an action, information about that action and its state is
stored (step A in Fig. 3). The action planner is then called again, and
it removes that particular action in that particular state and then tries
to find an alternative sequence of actions that can achieve the task.
If an alternative action plan is found, it is given to the configuration
generator which again tries to turn it into a configuration plan.

4.4 Execution

When a configuration plan is found, it is given to a sequencer (step
4 in Fig. 3) that is responsible for taking the next configuration in
the configuration plan. When an action/configuration is reported to
be completed (step 8), the sequencer takes the next configuration in
the plan to deploy.

Since all configurations are generated before the executionof the
action plan, it is very important to verify that they are still admissible
when it is time to execute them. To guarantee this, the state is dy-
namically acquired before the execution of each action (step 5). The
preconditions of the configuration are then checked in the state (step
6). If they still hold, the configuration can be deployed (step 7). If
they do not hold, an alternative configuration must be generated (step
3). If there is an alternative configuration, the postconditions of the
alternative configuration must be compared with the postconditions
of the initial configuration. If they are equal, the configuration can
safely be added to the configuration plan and deployed. If they differ,
the remaining part of the configuration plan must be regenerated to
comply with the new configuration. In this case, the sequencer does
not take the next action in step 4, but retries the same action. If in
step 3 no alternative configuration was found, the information about

Figure 4. Left: A sketch of the PEIS-Home.Right: Astrid with the
newspaper in the gripper.

this action is stored in step A and the action planner tries tofind a
new action plan (step 2) as described in the previous section.

Once a configuration description is generated, it must be deployed
on the PEIS-Ecology. This involves activating functionalities, setting
up the channels between the functionalities, and subscribing to the
appropriate signals from the functionalities to know when aconfigu-
ration is completed or if it has failed.

After a configuration has been deployed, execution (step 8 Fig. 3)
continues until the action is completed or it fails. When a configura-
tion is completed, the next one is selected (step 4). If a configuration
fails during execution, the top process tries to generate analternative
configuration.

5 An illustrative experiment

We have performed an experiment to show that (and how) the com-
bined planner can handle situations when there are actions for which
there is no configuration (this may occur both during planning and
execution time). To facilitate comparisons with our previous ap-
proach [7], we repeat the scenario presented in that paper where a
robot wakes up a person.

For the experimental part, we have used a physical test-bed facility,
called the PEIS-Home, which looks like a typical apartment of about
25m2. It consists of a living-room, a bedroom and a small kitchen.
The PEIS-Home is equipped with a communication and computation
infrastructure, and with a number of PEIS. The following PEIS are of
particular importance for our experiments.

Pippi and Astrid: Two PeopleBot indoor robots from ActivMedia
Robotics (see Fig. 4 right). Each one runs an instance of the Think-
ing Cap (TC), an architecture for autonomous robot control based
on fuzzy logic [14], and an instance of the Player program [12],
which provides a low-level interface to the robot’s sensorsand ac-
tuators. The two robots are identical except that Astrid is equipped
with a laser range finder and Pippi is not.

The Home Security Monitor(HSM): A stationary computer
which is connected to a set of web-cameras mounted in the
ceiling. In addition to other monitoring tasks, not relevant here,
the HSM provides a PEIS-component that is able to track a
robot and localize it in the PEIS-home. HSM also has an action
planner and a configuration planner, and the reconfigurations of
the PEIS-Ecology in these experiments are done from here. Note
however that these could as well be done elsewhere, e.g., in Pippi.



The experiment unfolds as follows:

a. At start up, Pippi is located in the living-room and Astridin the
kitchen. When the morning paper arrives, the HSM wants to wake
up Johanna, who is sleeping in the bedroom, and give it to her.

b. With this task, the configuration process acquires the current state
(step 1 Fig 3). For this state and task, an action plan is gener-
ated (step 2). This plan has the actions: dock-to(Pippi, entrance),
take(Pippi, newspaper), move-to(Pippi, bedroom), dock-to(Pippi,
bed), wake-up(Pippi, Johanna).

c. In step 3, the search for a configuration for each action is started.
For the first three actions, configurations are found. The first and
third action (dock-to(entrance), move-to(bedroom)) usesa cam-
era mounted in the ceiling for localization. For the fourth ac-
tion (dock-to(bed)), the search fails since no configuration can
be found. The ceiling camera used in the other actions can only
track robots in the living-room and kitchen, and Pippi has noother
means of localization. The information about the failed action is
stored (step A Fig 3), and the action planer is again called.

d. The action planner finds an alternative plan with the follow-
ing actions: move-to(Astrid, living-room), dock-to(Astrid, en-
trance), take(Astrid, newspaper), move-to(Astrid, bedroom),
dock-to(Astrid, bed), wake-up(Astrid, Johanna). When revisiting
step 3 with the new action plan, it is possible to find a configura-
tion for each action. Unlike Pippi, Astrid is able to localize on its
own using a laser range finder and scan matching techniques.

e. The first action/configuration in which Astrid is using theceiling
camera to localize is taken by the sequencer (step 4). It has alower
cost then using the laser. This configuration is then verified(step
6), deployed (step 7), and executed (step 8). When arriving to the
living-room, the navigation module signals completion of the ac-
tion and the next action is prepared for execution.

f. The state is dynamically acquired (step 5). To demonstrate the be-
havior of the system under dynamically changing conditions, we
manually made the ceiling camera unavailable. Thus, in the veri-
fication step, the configuration preconditions for dock to entrance
using the ceiling camera does not hold. An alternative configura-
tion is generated (step 3) in which the laser is used for localiza-
tion instead. Since this new configuration has the same postcondi-
tions as the original configuration, it can be deployed and executed
without regenerating the configuration plan.

g. The remaining actions for take newspaper, dock to bed and waking
up Johanna and delivering the newspaper proceeds without any
complications and the task is completed.

The critical point of this experiment is step c. where a configu-
ration cannot be found for action dock-to(Pippi, bed) and the action
planner is again called to find a new action plan. In the approach with
independent action planning and configuration [7], Pippi would have
started to execute the action plan and would not discover that it can-
not achieve the goal until it reached the bedroom. The HSM would
try to find a new plan to reach the goal. The HSM cannot simply gen-
erate the same plan as above, where Astrid gets the newspaperat the
entrance and delivers it to Johanna, since Pippi is now holding the
newspaper in the bedroom. If there is an action for giving a newspa-
per between robots, the HSM may find an alternative plan, otherwise
it will fail.

6 Conclusions

We have presented an approach that, by combining different planning
techniques, is able to find a solution for tasks that require sequences

of configurations to be completed. For this purpose we employtwo
different planners: one for action planning [4] and anotherfor con-
figuration planning [6]. The planners are loosely integrated, i.e., con-
figuration planning is used to validate and correct action plans. With
this integration, it is possible to guarantee that the execution of a task
is not started if there is no admissible configuration plan. In other
words, it is possible to knowbefore handif a plan is executable or
not. To use a loose integration also makes it easy to replace the cur-
rent planners with other generation techniques if this is desirable. We
have demonstrated the approach in the PEIS-Ecology framework, but
it applies to generic multi-robot systems as long as the robots are able
to share their functionalities with each other.

An important limitation of the current implementation is that we
only consider the execution of a single top-level task. In general,
several tasks might be performed concurrently, and new tasks might
dynamically appear. A natural extension of the current framework
would be to use task allocation techniques to assign different tasks
to different configuration processes. With such an extension, issues
such as resource handling, conflict resolution and deadlocks must
also be considered. Our next step is to consider multiple top-level
tasks.
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